Here's my "Words of Wisdom"

If I had to do it over again, I would spend more time working through previous exam questions provided in the LT Workbook, and making sure I fully understand the answers to those questions and where corresponding citations can be found. Chapter Review questions provided by LTS are a great way to review what you've just learned, but additional time should be spent in actual application problems.

**Editors Note:** What this student is talking about, above, is a special section in the workbook, with actual exam questions listed by subject.

I prided myself for completely answering a previous exam and carefully checking the answers and learning from mistakes made. However, I should have taken more than one of these previous exams. Obviously, I needed more practice.

I missed passing the October 2007 exam by 5 questions.

**My words of wisdom:**

Take all the practice tests you can. Read all the analysis and comments to the answers provided by Logistics Training Systems. It really helps to have the insight into why the answers are what they are and direction on where Customs wants you to go.

I passed the October Exam.